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 Home 

Ydéo Consulting : what is it ? 

 A freelance consulting company created by Yann Dupuich in February 2011. Yann is initially a veterinarian surgeon who has developed 
since 1995 a specialty in industries such as food industry and catering (please see CV in “presentation part” for more details). 
 

 Ydeo’s mission : “bring each customer a methodological support, both specific and efficient in order to reach improvement targets.” 

Methodological support: the help given by Ydeo relies on solid expertise and significant experiences in various scopes such as food 
safety, quality (quality management system, quality in design…), suppliers relationship management (purchasing strategy and quality 
insurance) and customer relationship management (CRM). 

Specific support : specifically adapted to the customer and the context, it’s not a preconceived solution, neither constant nor simple ; 
“every complex issue has a simple solution… and it’s a wrong one” (Umberto Eco). 

Efficient support : the support from Ydeo must lead to significant improvement achievements. 

Improvement targets : the achievement stands in the deployed means and the « ROIC » (return on investment) of the final results. The 
target can be unreachable, idealistic, but getting closer to it brings satisfaction and never ending motivation. 

  
What kind of services does Ydeo Consulting offer ? 

 Ydeo’s expertise extends on various fields and is not only theoretical but also based upon several years experiences in each of the relevant 
operational functions, which is a warranty for service quality : 

1. supporting continuous improvement through Quality Systems Management (ex : ISO 9001, 22000) and, more precisely : food safety, 
strategic vision (senior management responsibility), Customer Relationship Management, design project management, health claims 
management, suppliers relationship management (quality and contract negotiation). 

2. auditing (against internal or official standards) : food safety acknowledged expertise (according to IFS – International Food Standard – 
as DNV certification body subcontractor), especially in food categories with animal origins, but not only (ex : ready-to-eat meals) 

3. training : teaching food safety (including HACCP method as required by the CE 852/2004 European Regulation and defined in the 
WHO-FAO Codex Alimentarius) such as at ISEAM Master II of Marne-la-Vallée and Polytech’Lille. 
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 Who are Ydeo’s customers ? 

 Ydeo’s customers are SME and International Groups. 
 

 Ydéo Consulting performs wordlwide as long as English or French is spoken locally. 
 

 They already rely on Ydeo Consulting support : Danone Fresh Products France, Danone Research (Palaiseau), BLEDINA S.A (baby 
food), Evian Volvic Sources, Société Antillaise de Production de Yaourts (Martinique – French West Indies), Société Guadeloupéenne de 
Production de Yaourts (French West Indies), SORELAIT (La Réunion), ARDA, NEREVIA, DNV (certification body), RHB Consultants 
(Restauration Hôtellerie Bellaïs – catering), l’Institut Supérieur d’Etudes en Alternance du Développement Durable, Polytech’Lille… 

      
      

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

http://www.danone.com/
http://www.bledina.com/
http://recherche.danone.com/
http://www.danone.com/nos-metiers/boissons.html
http://www.volvic.fr/
http://www.qualimapa.com/
http://rhbconsultants.lesite.pro/index.php
http://www.iseam.eu/
http://www.iseam.eu/
http://www.dnv.fr/
http://www.polytech-lille.fr/
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 Presentation 

What does « Ydeo » mean ? 
  

1.  The “Ydentity” of the acronym “YDeO”: 

 « YD » stands simply for Yann Dupuich initials ! Please see the attached C.V for more details (“from 
consulting room to consulting office”) … 
 

 The “O” represents the famous Deming wheel (or “PDCA” for Plan – Do – Check – Act) as symbol of the 
continuous improvement, climbing uphill by turning. 
 

 The “e” (pronounced like “and” in French when written “é”) is just the link in between, for both esthetical 
and pronounciation matter ! 

 

    
2.  “Ydeology”: 

“Ydeo” is the French pronounciation for the plural of the word “ideal”. This means that the central topic beneath 
is the aim, the target of the organization, attracting the whole to the top. The stake here is to highlight the inner 
engine that gives the power to go forward against the slope. It’s also crucial to clearly understand what 
the vision of the organization is (its mission, its values, its ambition) for it is what helps chose right strategical 
decisions by keeping the same goal. Good decisions gather reason, desire and intuition. Ydeo’s vocation is 
to help find the “meaning behind the move”, with a global view. 

  

3.  Ydeo, in the end, sounds like the beginning of the word “ideogram” (Chinese symbol) ; and the ideogram for 
the strength, needed to push the wheel of continuous improvement, looks like “YD” (or at least, it’s my 
idea!)… 
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Why chose for Ydeo logo the symbol of the Greek myth Sisyphus pushing his rock ? 

The meaning here is to represent the support brought by Ydeo to your continuous improvement system. It’s the perpetual momentum evoked, 
not the fatality notion described in the famous myth. The logic behind is the progress. 

 

  

 

 

http://www.conseil-qualite-audit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/benchpress.jpg
http://www.conseil-qualite-audit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/marathon.jpg
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Why should you chose Ydeo instead of another consulting firm ? 

 Ydeo developed its own way of investigating the root causes of the issues, thanks to the experience of 
veterinarian clinical studies, with a specific skill of diagnosis. The translation to the industry world was 
natural as complex systems share all the same fundamental organization principles. Once the diagnosis is 
reached, the treatment is no more medicines (like in consulting room) but action plans (in consulting firm !). 
 

 Ydeo’s credo is to prevent instead of curing : risk anticipation helps save money, time and energy … 
 

 Ydeo also handles issues in a global way, in a systemic approach. An entity can be constituted by many 
brilliant brains, as long as a good organization system is not implemented, the whole body can act stupidly !  

 What Ydeo won’t offer to you : 

1. Simple and standard solutions to meet your specific issues. The solution must be adapted to your unique context. 
2. Morality lessons : Ydeo won’t stand as a judge and knows that mistakes are human (“errare humanum est”). Nevertheless, the objective 

is to learn from the mistakes and to avoid recidivism. Champions are not perfect, but when they’re down, they always rise again and find 
themselves more mature… (Nietzsche used to say : “what doesn’t kill you makes you stronger”) 
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 Values 
 

 To fulfill its mission (“bring to each customer a specific and efficient methological support in order 
to meet improvement goals”), Ydeo relies on 5 main values (Confidence, Audaciousness, Realism, 
Positive thought and Empathy) whose initials compose the acronym “CARPE” like in the Latin 
aphorism “carpe diem !” (seize the day !) beloved by the Epicureans (the hedonists, not the orthodox 
point of view). These 5 values are the basis, the DNA on which Ydeo was built and keeps on growing 
day by day. These values are not only claims, they really determine the firm’s decisions as well as the 
targets for its development strategy. They stand for commitments. 

 

 Confidence : confidence is crucial for the contractual relationship between Ydeo and its customers. Of 
course, Ydeo commits itself to respect the confidentiality clauses and, if needed and specified in the 
contract, exclusiveness. The credibility of a “consultant – auditor” also needs to avoid any position of 
“judge and party”. Ydeo is an independent firm and rigorously demonstrates complete transparency in 
its management. To be trustworthy, you have to deserve it! … Conversely, Ydeo expects its customers 
to share the same kind of values and to respect ethical rules. At last, confidence is a key ingredient to 
succeed. 

 

 Audaciousness : “dare discovery”, “dare the change”, “dare innovation”, “dare ambitious objectives”, “dare overcoming”… 
“Fortune favors the bold” said Virgil ! “The first quality of the pathway is bravery” said Gandhi. Going forward is already boldness as it is 
refusing immobilism. The walk is nothing but a series of ahead controlled falls and Ydeo’s mission consists in helping find the 
appropriate imbalance to go ahead without stumbling, the moving balance.Boldness is also required to meet what’s stranger to us, 
what’s unknown, but in the end, the experience shows these encounters give the most valuable rewards leading to the success. 
Whatever happens, one always needs the other’s help and the most deserving achievements are collective ! 
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 Realism : to offset the boldness, we must keep our heads and avoid utopianism. Ideals too demanding lead to disappointment and 
depression (such as the requirements to become a man in the poem “If” by Rudyard Kipling). Like the realistic art movement had 
replaced romantism in the 19th century, the idea here is to avoid fantasizing reality. Pragmatism(one day-to-day translation could be 
“flexible about how, but tough on targets”) is essential. 15 years experience in business leads to knowing how to distinguish theory from 
“real life”, with its exemptions that can jeopardize a management system yet efficient and robust on the paper.It is also the 
communication of procedures down to the final operator that’s key to the success of a management system as a whole. This is the last 
link in the chain that bears the effectiveness of the entire system. A touch of empiricismis often necessary and for that experience is 
irreplaceable.Realism is also : avoid over-quality (is that specific quality feature perceived by internal or external customer?), accept 
the “80/20″ when it makes sense rather than focusing on 100%, challenge the needs, think efficiency and consider the return on 
investment and quality for price paid.At last, realism is dealing with discrepancy (and being able to arbitrate it) as long as there’s no 
inconsistency according to the overall ambition (keep the direction) 
 

 Positive Thought : Success (happiness, luck, fortune) is primarily a mental attitude. The mythic Sisyphus will keep on pushing his rock 
as long as he believes in his chances to succeed and acknowledges the entire journey done so far. The key point is to consider that the 
system put in place moves towards the improvement way, thanks to the “Plan / Do / Check / Act” cycle (see Deming Wheel in the 
PRESENTATION part) … To sum up, don’t strive for perfection(“zero defect does not exist”), but each day be better than yesterday. 

http://www.conseil-qualite-audit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/saut_parachute.jpg
http://www.conseil-qualite-audit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/saut_tour_Auckland.jpg
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 Empathy : listening to each other, developing a real active listening to understand clients’ implicit and explicit expectations and so 
being able to meet them, that is the definition of quality. Thanks to the experience of several years spent managing Bledina (Danone’s 
French Baby Division) call center with its challenging promise (“alongside all monthers”), Ydeo developed its own ability to listen. 
Listening is an attitude (empathy), but also requires technical skills (rewording, active listening, etc.). This expertise is key to 
determine the real needs expressed by the customer and also to perform “audits” (hence the name). In the end, listening gives the 
opportunity to benefit from others’ experiences and so brings accelerated self improvement. Together we’ll always be smarter than a 
brilliant yet isolated brain ! 
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 Services 
 

AUDIT 

Ydeo benefits from long years auditing experience (industrial plants and head-offices), against internal standards needing specific qualifications 
(such as those of Danone for Food Safety, Quality in Design, Claims Management…), or official standards such as ISO 9001/22000 and IFS 
(International Food Standard) related to Food Safety. 

IFS Qualifications on behalf of DNV certification body as subcontractor : 
 

attestation IFS 

Sector 1: Red and white meats, poultry, products and preparations based upon meats 
Sector 4: Ready to eat foods (fresh and frozen) 
Sector 5: Dairy products 

  

CONSULTING 

Ydeo, on top of its education cursus, offers to share its long experience in various high management operational scopes, including the following 
topics : 

 Strategic Business Vision : support in methodology enabling to define the short-medium-long term vision of the organisation evolution 
according to its values, mission and ambition. From them the relevant action plans are deducted (change works) with milestones along the 
way up to the long-term ambition. I benefit from experiences participating in workshops for companies over 500 M€ turn-over. 
 

 Suppliers Relationship Management : includes both purchasing strategy (3 years experience managing a 30 M€ portfolio) and 
homologation process + performance follow-up / specifications definition (quality part : 3 years experience as Suppliers Quality Insurance 
manager). Beyond price negotiation, it’s mainly the will to find true sustainable relationship (win / win) and even partnerships with shared 
development. The classical stakes behind are “procurement guaranty – improving quality for price paid – innovation” 
 

http://www.conseil-qualite-audit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/attestation-IFS.pdf
http://www.conseil-qualite-audit.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/03/attestation-IFS.pdf
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 CRM (Consumer Relationship Management) : 3 and a half years experience managing a 60 000 contacts / year call-center (including 
24/24 urgency permanency) with a subcontracted front-call and an internal team constituted by 8 dieticians. Claims and litigations 
Management (with specific methods). Crisis Management (with free call number if needed) made real through a products recall experience 
in 2005. Consumers feed-back businnes intelligence with KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) to feed the “PDCA” Deming wheel (see 
“continuous improvement part”) + innovation + consumers loyalty (linked to MRCI). Consumers meeting events organization. Upgrading of 
softwares dedicated to both call management and datamining. Off-shore call-centers management. 
 

 Quality in Design : 3 years experience in project management with risk analysis tools (assessement and management), together with R&D 
and Marketing. Projects follow-up with step by step methodology (GO / NOGO). Decision support thanks to priorization and arbitration. 
Knowledge Management leading to self-upgrading. 
 

 Quality in Execution : 3 years experience supporting industrial plants (in parallel with Quality in Design) through KPIs follow-up, problem 
solving methods (ie “Kepner Tregoe©”…), “Lean-6 Sygma” projects initiation (SCP) to control industrial variability. Health Benefits 
Controlling operational method dedicated to Heath Claims. 
 

 Food Safety : catering HACCP handbook creation and participation to workshops for the Best Practice Manual. Supports for ISO 
22000/PAS 220 certification audits. 

  

TRAINING 

 3 and a half years experience in HACCP implementation (as described in Codex Alimentarius and mandatory since Regulation CE 852 
/2004) on sites from little size up to big Central Kitchens. 
 

 Food Safety Diagnosis-Trainings in caterings. 
 

 Food Safety Internal Trainer for R&D in food industry (3 years experience). 
 

 Since 2011, teaching food safety (with examination in the end) in high level schools (such as ISEAM in Marne-la-Vallée or Polytech’Lille). 
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 Access 
 

YDEO CONSULTING 
Yann DUPUICH 
Les Serreuxdières 
71 570 Chânes - FRANCE 

+33 (0)6 22 05 89 78 

yann.dupuich@ydeo-consulting.com 

 

Chânes access with Google Maps 

Chânes access with MichelinGPS : 

46.252 °North & 4.755 ° East. 

 
Its location in Chânes, among famous South Burgundy vineyard, allows Ydeo to easily travel everywhere in France, Europe and the rest of the 
world thanks to multimodal logistics : 

 TGV (fast train) : 1h35 away from Paris starting from Mâcon Loché TGV station, close to Chânes 
 

 Motorway : direct access to A6 (leading in 45 minutes to Lyon town center) and A40 (1h30 from Geneva) through the brand new A406 
 

 Airport : 50 minutes from Lyon-St-Exupéry airport through the new A432 motorway. 

 

 

mailto:yann.dupuich@ydeo-consulting.com
mailto:yann.dupuich@ydeo-consulting.com
http://maps.google.fr/maps?q=Les+Serreuxdi%C3%A8res,+71570+Ch%C3%A2nes&hl=fr&ie=UTF8&ll=46.249793,4.764204&spn=0.022317,0.038581&sll=46.250194,4.766693&sspn=0.011158,0.01929&hnear=Les+Serreuxdi%C3%A8res,+71570+Chanes,+Sa%C3%B4ne-et-Loire,+Bourgogne&t=m&z=15
http://www.viamichelin.fr/web/Cartes?layers=0001&strLocid=32NDJ1aTE1NzE1NzAxOGNORFl1TWpVeU5qTT1jTkM0M05UUXpPQT09
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